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VLE uses biometric for cash 

withdrawal transaction. Though he 

provides customers a receipt for this, 

he requests them return at a later time 

for the actual cash. There are 8 cases 

of customers not receiving this cash 

amount. And in 1 case, the customer 

did not receive Rs.10,000. 

No money post biometric transaction 



Contd. 

Receipt with the missing Rs.10,000 highlighted. 



Female VLEs

Facing safety issues while travelling to the PK, 

this female VLE set up shop at her own house. 

She is well-informed about the functioning of 

the PK. A major complaint she had was 

concerning the E-wallet -  several times, money 

has been debited from her bank account but not 

credited to the e-wallet. One time, an amount of 

Rs.1000 was lost in this process. Her calls to 

the ‘toll-free’ number and online help desk were 

of little help. She did not receive a receipt for the 

latter.



Two Pragya Kendra Operators
This PK is jointly run by a 19 year old nephew 

and his paternal uncle who has the official 

license. According to the nephew, this is 

because the uncle began working at a 

computer class 4 years ago. The nephew was 

not well-versed with the processes at the PK 

or the finances involved in setting it up. 

Together the duo was financially well-off 

because i) the uncle has another job ii) no rent 

expenses since the PK was set up in the 

family house. 



Unnecessary harassment and expenditure 

Munni Oroan (name-changed) was not 

receiving pension. When she approached 

the PK, she was given a printed white 

sheet (shown in the photo) with a check 

box for UID. Nothing else. She was then 

made to get a pan card for Rs 350 by the 

PK and was told that once she has her pan 

card, she will start getting pensions



Incorrect Aadhar Linkage
Two people of the same name, JD1 and JD2, were regularly using the same Customer 
Service Point in Simdega District. Both come from extremely poor families. 

JD1: had around Rs.54,000 in her bank account till early Feb 2018. During a visit 
around that time she was shocked to discover only Rs.600 in her account. 

JD2: was a PMAY beneficiary who was told to pay the labour wages to labourers who 
worked in the construction of her house upfront, and that she would be reimbursed 
later. In Feb 2018, JD2 was told by the CSP owner that she had more than Rs.50,000 
in her account. Assuming these were her PMAY payments she withdrew the whole 
amount. 

What happened: JD1’s biometric got linked to JD2’s bank account and vice-versa 
which led to the unfortunate situation. At present, neither the bank nor the CSP is 
taking responsibility for this technological error. JD2 is being accused of theft and 
pressurized to return the entire amount due to no fault of her own. 



Testimonies - Citizens 

“(PK owner) doesn’t have a printer and so there were no receipts, and at least a 
sarkari office would provide such amenities. If the PK was overcharging and 
delaying, then what was the difference between it and the bribery at a sarkari office; 
at least the latter got the job done. He finally decided to lodge a complaint and found 
himself at the BDO office. Here he was told, verbally, that the best solution was to 
start a fight with the owner and get the shop shut down – nothing else would 
Work.” “Don’t know where to complain, it is a private enterprise so accountability is 
low.”

“PK is a good service provider because even though it overcharges it gets people’s 
work done for sure.”

“PKs should be fully government controlled because privatization leads to monopoly”



“Agar salary mile to free me certificates bana denge. Gaon gaon ja kar bana 
denge. Abhi to sirf samaj seva ho rahi, kamayi kuch bhi nahi ho pa rahi”

“We are able to maintain because we have a shop too, sometimes we sit here, 
sometimes there. The services in Pragya Kendra can also be done by private 
party so there is nothing which can be done only by pragya Kendra. Many others 
have also started providing these services which decreases our profit, our 
customers are cut down.”

“Government has stopped Aadhar services from PK so it is a loss as we invested 
more than 50; 000 to buy biometric machines”

Testimonies - VLEs 


